Dean Lisa Bond-Maupin of the College of Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences (CAHSS) is seeking to work with a group of student leaders within the College in academic year 2019-2020. Her hope is to develop meaningful relationships that will guide student-informed decision making in the College. This is also an opportunity for her to support students in their social change work and development as leaders.

Those selected to serve as Student Leadership Associates will be employed for 10-12 hours per week at $14/hr. Undergraduate students in any CAHSS major and at any stage in their studies are encouraged to apply.

**Description of Responsibilities**
- Attend weekly meetings and reflect on work
- Represent the College at outreach and promotion events
- Attend trainings, workshops & skill shops
- Develop and implement an action plan for advocacy and outreach
- Engage in dialogue with the Dean and Associate Dean of CAHSS

**Characteristics of Student Leadership Associates**
- Majoring in a CAHSS program
- Committed to inclusion, equity and social justice
- Willing to grow as a leader
- Willing to work as part of a team and independently as needed
- Interested in learning more about, investing in, and exploring opportunities to serve CAHSS and its students

**Application**
Please provide a letter of interest via email that describes you, your interest in the position, and how your experiences at Humboldt State University--from the personal to the communal--have prepared you for this position. Please provide the names and contact information of two professional/academic references. Applications will be accepted until April 15, 2019.

Please send letters of interest or any questions about the position to Sonya at smg939@humboldt.edu.